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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests
Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business
partners abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the
following business cooperation offers.

Manufacturing of food products

Business cooperation offers
Russian producer of environmentally friendly food is looking for distributors
The Russian company of Sverdlovsk region, specializing in the manufacture, wholesale and retail trade
of ivan-tea, jam from pine and cedar cones, birch sap, honey, without yeast breadad, is looking for
partners abroad to establish cooperation in the framework of distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/918c96ee-e32a-4023-83c0-c70d4afb6a0d
Code: BORU20201028002
A Ukrainian manufacturer of handcrafted chocolate is looking for distribution services agreement
A handmade chocolate manufacturer from Ukraine offers natural chocolate, handmade candies, nutchocolate spread and salted caramel from natural ingredients. The manufacturer is looking for
distribution agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/aef853e7-4dba-4245-b2c0-99eb454be6b8
Code: BOUA20201012002
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Spanish manufacturer of organic juice and jam is looking for distributors
A Spanish (Basque) SME specialised in blueberry, apple and mixed organic juices as well as blueberry
jams is looking for distributors to develop its network under distribution services agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/938577c9-3b59-4151-a3c2-3a6f0f621496
Code: BOES20201021001

Chinese company manufacturing natural sweeteners seeks corporation under commercial agency
agreement
A Chinese company established in 2008, is producing natural sweeteners and other plant extract
products. It has its own planting bases, advanced plant extract factories and a wholly owned sales
subsidiary in US.
The company is looking for commercial agency agreements with distributors around the world.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/70e48987-15f2-4dce-ade1-441bb70323b9
Code: BOCN20201012001

Romanian company specialized in nutritious honey bars is looking for distributors and agents
A Romanian startup established in 2018, dealing with the manufacture of natural and nutritional
snack bars produced exclusively with natural honey, various types of nuts and fruits, is looking for
partners under distribution services and commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2afc93a9-b1eb-45d1-858a-4f05496d25f9
Code: BORO20200730001
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Business cooperation requests

Polish company seeks producers or suppliers of raspberry seeds or dried pomace after the production
of raspberry juice to cooperate under long term supplier agreement
Polish SME from Lower Silesia region, manufacturer of the high quality cold pressed oils for cosmetics
and agrofood industry seeks producers or suppliers of raspberry seeds or dried pomace after the
production of raspberry juice. The company is interested in cooperation under long term supplier
agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/85ad1e37-6788-419b-a3c0-da02d60aa848
Code: BRPL20200929001

Russian manufacturer of agricultural and food products is looking for a partner for a joint venture
cooperation to build a complex for feed grain processing into dietary food products.
A Russian company specializes in the production of processed food products is looking for a partner to
work with to produce a complex for feed grain processing into dietary food products who will produce
freeze-dried and ready-made food from processed grain. The company wants to conclude a long-term
joint venture agreement with a partner.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7ba9cc67-bf93-4c93-a0ba-fcc5896ae213

Code: BRRU20200415002

Manufacturing of textile products
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Business cooperation offers
Polish company, a leading manufacturer of women’s underwear, is looking for distributors of lingerie
A quarter-century-old Polish enterprise specializing in lingerie manufacturing offers a wide selection
of women’s underwear, including bras, corsets, garter belts, panties, thongs, bodies and swimming
suits. Owing to enormous experience and simultaneous use of both manual and industrial production
processes, the products are of refined quality and intricate finish. The company is interested in
cooperation based on the following: distribution services and/or manufacturing agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/c9dbd8ed-f7ce-42d0-848f-ad63f851be98

Code: BOPL20191106006
Digital printing services on natural fibers
A Lithuanian company provides digital printing services on natural fibers such like linen, cotton,
viscose and is looking forwars to start cooperation with commercial agents and clients that need
fabric printing services under the manufacturing agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/da9ac0d8-2c51-4a5a-bf94-404422867975

Code: BOLT20190521001
A Polish textile SME producing woven and knitted narrow fabrics offers manufacturing agreement
and financial agreement for strategic investors
A Polish company from the textile sector, dealing with woven and knitted narrow fabrics (tapes,
elastics, fringes, nets), is looking for production partners to offer them its capabilities. Partners using
textile narrow fabrics from such branches as shoe-making, bookbinding, furniture production are
sought. Manufacturing and subcontracting agreements are envisaged in this case. The company seeks
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also strategic investors for a partial transfer of shares so a financial agreement is also considered.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3fbab181-bc20-4582-9bc8-488af33fb717
Code: BOPL20190402003

Polish stylish fashion bags and accessories offered under distribution services agreement
A Polish designer and supplier of fashion bags and accessories seeks new trade partners. The collection
consists of many youth designs with cats, dogs, owls and flamingos as well as geometric patterns and
reproductions, collages and variations on well-known works of art. The products are made from high
quality mainly ecological materials such as felt and canvas. Partners ready to distribute these products
worldwide are sought. Distribution services agreement is offered as a cooperation type.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/80a510b2-3703-4456-a189-0711d43a1085
ode: BOPL20201028001
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A Polish producer of sleepwear and loungewear is offering their products under distribution services
agreement
A Polish company deals with the production, designing and sale of the luxury sleepwear and
loungewear is looking for partners under distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4e387413-6fa0-48d5-9462-58864ce66ecc
Code: BOPL20200929001

French handcraft producer of high-end leather goods is looking for retail partners abroad with a
boutique or an online store
A French SME designs and produces high-quality leather products in full-grain Novonappa calfskin by
hand in four colours. The SME has created original pieces with origami techniques. It offers small
items such as cases (phone, glasses, cards...) and accessories for decoration (mouse pad, coasters...),
clothing (belts, bowties...) or travelling (bags...). It offers tailor-made cases for Master Chef knive. The
SME seeks retail partners abroad or online shops for distribution services agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/9b6f92bb-14d4-4eb5-b207-8db897811923

Code: BOFR20201001001

Business cooperation requests
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A French SME is looking for manufacturers to produce a protective case for a medical device
A French SME who designs, develops and manufactures delivery systems and innovative medical
devices is looking for a manufacturer of textile, cases or bags (leather work excluded ) to produce a
protective case for a medical device under a manufacturing agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/55851b2a-b352-4f71-a7b3-2c2d8d730ee7
Code: BRFR20201009001

Latvian manufacturer of soft play items for children seeks international artificial leather and other
textile fabrics suppliers for cooperation under supplier agreement
Latvian company specialises in the production of soft play items for children: shapes, sets, rockers, ball
pits, mattresses etc. The company is interested in expanding its network of business partners by
identifying international high-quality artificial leather and other textile fabrics suppliers. The
company is ready to cooperate under supplier agreement
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/503c9fe1-c5ee-4256-ad94-8c9b957fc965
Code: BRLV20200429001

Construction
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Business cooperation offers

A Lithuanian sawmill producing high-quality solid wood outdoor products for children's playgrounds is
looking for trade intermediaries and is offering manufacturing services
The Lithuanian coniferous wood processing company is producing high-quality solid wood outdoor
products for children's playgrounds: terrace scenes, steps, cabins, swings, etc.. The company is offering its
products and is looking for trade intermediaries to work under commercial or distribution agency
agreements. A manufacturing services agreement is offered as well.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/fa196b0a-2564-4860-a9de-4ec843828ca3
Code: BOLT20201111001

Polish manufacturer of self-service touchless car wash is looking for agents
Polish company specializing in the production of self-service, touchless car washes is looking for a longterm international cooperation on the basis of manufacturing or commercial agency agreement. The
company delivers customizable car washes, designed in accordance with client’s needs, delivered and
assembled on a dedicated site, and with servicing and maintenance support - therefore the client is
provided with a comprehensive service.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2aed8c79-e00b-4a0c-a629-3441f6dee41b

Code: BOPL20191106014

Kosovar manufacturer of wood solid furniture, doors,windows and other wooden items offers
manufacturing and subcontracting
A Kosovar manufacturer of entrance doors, doors for rooms, windows, kitchens, vestibules, bedrooms, as
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well as all interior products for homes, hotels, restaurants, etc. is looking for foreign partners and is
offering manufacturing and subcontracting services.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/be4c532c-d348-4922-bc61-9749632c69dd

Code: BOXK20200903002

Polish company looks for agents for its frameless and sliding-pocket aluminium doors
A Polish SME from the construction industry specialises in the manufacturing and installing doors. Their
frameless and sliding-pocket aluminium doors are highly-durable and moisture-resistant, provide
improved noise reduction and thermal insulation, and conform with the trends in interior design. The
cooperation within the framework of the commercial agency agreement is offered. The firm is also open to
a white label production under the manufacturing agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/be32ab7b-c89d-445b-9a06-e0508b4a3e79
Code: BOPL20200925001
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A Spanish manufacturer of wear parts for earthmoving and mining equipment is looking for worldwide
distributors
A Spanish company manufactures wear parts for earthmoving (agricultural wear parts and drilling tools)
and mining equipment that are fully compatible with the equipment and tools developed by the main
OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) in the world. The company is looking for worldwide
distributors.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/39b0ce23-aff5-466e-9f4c-f8135c7ac15a
Code: BOES20191113001
Polish company from metal processing sector offers its services under manufacturing agreements and
subcontracting
Polish SME from West Pomerania dedicated to metal processing such as welding, metal sheet cutting,
bending, machining, painting offers its diverse services to foreign partners under manufacturing and
subcontracting agreements. The company wishes to establish long term relations with partners from
abroad to enter new markets.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/510709ca-fb9e-42aa-89a6-067a1557d15a
Code: BOPL20200918001

Business cooperation requests
Northern Ireland (UK) company seeks manufacturers of plastic staples.
The Northern Ireland (UK) company seeks a manufacturer which can produce plastic staples for a staple
gun used to clip electrical cables.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a8d57b63-13fb-44d4-ae8d-f41d4f26be67
Code: BRUK20201009001

A large Greek company is looking for suppliers of fire retardant materials for aluminium doors and
windows
A large Greek company, an integrated industrial unit producing aluminum profiles, is looking for
suppliers of fire retardant materials for aluminum doors and windows such as materials in bars or blocks,
gaskets, accessories, hardware and fire expandable adhesives. The type of partnership considered will be
supplier agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/c144ab4c-9bde-4273-9cc9-1ce46da2f48b
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Code: BRGR20201022001

R&D

Eurostars: SME coordinator with expertise in medical device development and commercialisation
sought
A Swiss university together with two SMEs is preparing a Eurostars proposal. The aim is to develop a
medical device for the support of autism therapy. The device will complement an already developed
and widely adopted therapy. It will integrate different sensors and AI technology. To complete the
consortium an R&D SME with expertise in medical device development, sensor development and
integration and commercialisation is sought for a research cooperation.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/fd9370a6-d51d-4318-a3a2-e0f1ed89e93c
Code: RDCH20201111001

Information Technologies

Business cooperation offers
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Maltese company, with expertise in idea generation techniques and creative thinking offers an
innovative educational concept under franchise
The company is primarily involved in the promotion and development of the innovation society
through training and product development services. It provides training and mentoring in creative
thinking, idea generation and innovation, its founders having conducted training in the public,
financial services, ICT and education sectors. They are seeking franchisees for their most recent
product which inspires children and youth to generate a passion for invention.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/53c92117-08e1-42e9-a465-07b3c60c006a
Code: BOMT20201021001

Maltese SME dealing with digital education is seeking partners/clients under a distribution services
agreement or a commercial agency agreement
A Maltese tech company with particular interest in e-learning and education has developed several
online course materials targeting different ages of audiences from educators to students, business
people, professionals, artists and disadvantaged people. They are seeking educational publishers of
digital materials that would be interested to resell their courses under a distribution services agreement
or a commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1c4c6161-790a-4322-a27c-5aca8bc365c3
Code: BOMT20201015002
Polish SME offers services for healthcare industry like software solutions for precision medicine,
genetic diagnosis and consumer genomics and is looking for subcontracting agreements
Dynamically growing, cutting-edge Polish biomedical company from Cracow is specializing in the
fields of genomics and bioinformatics. The company provides comprehensive solutions of highthroughput DNA sequencing (NGS - Next Generation Sequencing) for medical diagnostics and
scientific research.The company is looking for cooperation with laboratories, pharmaceutical
companies and clinics in the field of subcontracting agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/88267a6b-c93e-4555-be81-800ff5b83ae0
Code: BOPL20190212006

Business cooperation requests
A Romanian IT company, producer of software solutions for medical imaging and teleradiology, seeks
specialized support for obtaining the CE-Marking, under services agreement.
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A small Romanian company specialized in software solutions for medical imaging and teleradiology
wants to prove its compliance to the Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and to obtain the CEMarking.The partner sought should be able to support the Romanian company to prepare the technical
documentation and other documents in order to obtain the CE-Marking, class IIb, for the medical
software. The cooperation targeted is services agreement with a company located in any EEN country.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4b3d50c1-c2d7-4d84-baff-e8bb9c66f081
Code: BRRO20201013001

Cosmetics

Business cooperation offers
Romanian manufacturer of natural soap-based handmade cosmetics seeks international business partners
under distribution agreements
A Romanian manufacturer of natural soap-based handmade cosmetics offers for distribution face and
body care products for adults and children. The company is interested in identifying international
business partners for distributing its products under distribution agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8b58cf67-8e37-4f93-8bae-30db17dbc167
Code: BORO20201021002

Greek company which produces natural cosmetics is looking for distributors
The company is a start-up company which produces natural cosmetics with the use of herbs from the
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Greek nature. It is located in northern Greece and is looking for distributors or commercial agents, trade
intermediaries under the terms of distribution services or commercial services agreement in the whole
Europe.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1de382b4-be0c-4fb0-92b5-4a0470b33443
Code: BOES20200706002

Polish natural cosmetics offered to contractors under manufacturing agreement
The family-owned Polish SME specializing in private label manufacture of high quality face, body and
hair care cosmetics is looking for new contractors. Keeping up with the latest worldwide trends and
carrying out thorough research on active ingredients they have developed lines of cosmetics which
contain the wealth of nature. The company renders wide range of services including packaging and
labelling. Manufacturing agreement is considered as a basis of cooperation.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a57db1a2-22da-47e7-9502-9b9de947c8bb

Code: BOPL20191105001

Healthcare
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Business cooperation offers
A Chinese clinical IVD products manufacturer seeks European agents and distributors for business
cooperation
The Chinese company is a professional company focused on research and manufacturing of clinical in
vitro diagnostic device (IVD) products. It can provide the whole set of COVID-19 detection solutions,
and is looking to cooperate with European agents and distributors of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)related supplies (Including reagents, instrument and other consumables) under a business partnership
agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/78739a70-be12-4fd1-b542-9fd86ef2c3be
Code: BOCN20201023001

COVID-19 Italian company specialized in production of medical devices has released a new and
innovative medical semi-rigid facial mask with one use replacement filters and is looking for distributors.
An Italian manufacturer of medical devices has developed and is offering a new and innovative medical
semi-rigid facial mask with one-use replacement filters, certified as a medical device CE class I Type IIR.
The company is now looking for distributors abroad.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/19a5b634-1542-45b2-9812-5866cee90ee2
Code: BOIT20201016001

A Finnish SME offers subcontracting in pharmacogenetic test interpretation and reporting, and testing
kits for distribution
A Finnish SME is searching for university and private clinical laboratories to serve them under
subcontracting agreements in pharmacogenetic interpretation on test results to help clinicians,
laboratories, and consumers to understand and benefit from the complex data. They search also corporate
partners, pharmacy, and health store chains to act as distributors for the service and a consumer buccal
swab test kit. The benefit is better drug safety and efficacy for personalized care and medication.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b23ea5c7-a2c0-41f3-8c54-ec7d8b1fdddd
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Code: BOFI20201012001

Business cooperation requests
Ukrainian medical company is looking for a partner which is able to help in obtaining prolongation
of the ISO quality certificate ISO 13485:2016 under outsourcing agreement
The Ukrainian manufacturer, situated in Kyiv, is looking for company who, under outsourcing
agreement, will help to prolong ISO 13485/CE certificate for medical devices.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/dba47777-728c-4925-b19a-8d437b286c36
Code: BRUA20201005001

Other sectors

Business cooperation offers
Russian wholesaler of natural resources and food products is looking for distributors and agents.
A Russian company from Sverdlovsk region specialises in the production and sale of sawn timber,
coke, sugar, cereals, and flowers. It is looking for partners abroad to establish cooperation under
distribution services or commercial agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ebc98d9e-fe27-486e-80eb-7b305577d142
Code: BORU20201030002
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UK manufacturer of portable electrostatic sprayers for use in effective disinfection, seeks business
partners for distribution agreements
This UK company is looking for business partners across many sectors for their range of portable
touch-less electrostatic disinfecting spraying systems. The product is aimed at the commercial and
infection prevention markets and is currently used in sectors such as schools and nurseries, cruise
ships, hospitality, gyms, hospitals and many more. The company is seeking business partners and
retailers for distribution agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1a667308-0260-497d-8a63-1236d231dded
Code: BOUK20190528001

A Kosovar tour operator is looking for travel agents and tour operators for commercial agency
agreements
The tour agency is based in Prishtina. The company offers a wide range of tourism and event services
in Kosovo, including adventure tours in the mountains, culture, culinary, etc. The company is
looking for travel agents and tour operators for commercial agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f1660a77-b1e5-4dd1-b5c2-1c75356744d2
Code: BOXK20201029001

A Czech inventor offers novel, patented solution of the steam-powered rotary motor with a high
torque under licence agreement.
A Czech inventor has developed a novel type of steam powered rotary motor with a high torque in
the whole rotational range. No harmful emissions, no microparticles are produced because of
controlled combustion. The motor is envisaged as a new ecological drive in selected sectors. The
inventor seeks licensees that would utilize prototype in specific applications and commercialize them.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5d8f92cf-9f39-4091-86ad-1e163ac0b6b8

Code: BOCZ20201023001
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Russian manufacturer of multi-component oxide complex and composite materials is looking for
distributors
The Russian research and production enterprise from Sverdlovsk region specializes in the production
of complex multicomponent oxide and composite materials and special types of zirconium oxide for
coatings and ceramics in the field of heat power engineering, is looking for partners abroad to
establish cooperation within the framework of distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1a41fbbe-fa17-41a9-9f5d-47baf557db80
Code: BORU20201028001

A Polish manufacturer of equipment for ecological water purification seeks distribution or
commercial agency agreements
A small Polish company from the Lower Silesia region, specialized in the production of intelligent
renewable energy sources modules, is looking for distributors and agents from European countries to
distribute its products on the international market. The company is interested in establishing long
term cooperation in the form of a distribution or commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/bef013c7-760d-41ec-878f-8989095c84cb
Code: BOPL20201019002

Italian start-up is looking for distributors for their innovative powered module for wheelchairs.
The Italian company specialized in design and realization of aids for disable people has developed and
patented an innovative coupling system that allows to fix an electric propeller on a manual
wheelchair. The company is seeking partners in order to conclude a distribution services or
commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/6b719e04-e8b9-4c8f-8586-cabea6d3b8c7
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Code: BOIT20191126001

Business cooperation requests
A Finnish company is looking for suppliers of senior drivers’ accessories
A Finnish company and driving academy is looking for an international supplier of car accessories for
senior drivers under a distribution services or supplier agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/e0e94b10-10c7-46f0-b836-83f956859190
Code: BRFI20201110001

Croatian company operates as distributor of hygienic products offers a distribution services
agreement and trade intermediary services
A company from Croatia, on the market over 25 years, operating as a wholesale company, distributes
mainly hygiene products and similar, offers a distribution services agreement and trade intermediary
services.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/26cdc040-19c1-447b-b854-9ba9ca200061
Code: BRHR20200924001
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Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests

Technology cooperation offers
Treatment of immune-mediated inflammatory diseases
A German university offers a new compound to improve treatment of

immune-mediated

inflammatory diseases. It is based on a specific NMDAr (N-Methyl-D-Aspartat receptor) antagonist that
selectively binds to the subunit NR2B and shows significant anti-inflammatory effect. Treatment with
the new NR2B selective compound showed a less severe progression of multiple sclerosis in an in-vivo
mouse model. The university offers license agreements to the therapeutic industry.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/cc06569f-547e-4c2c-bc84-298ebce7a01b
Code: TODE20201105001

Senior friendly software for care professionals to engage older adults in care home settings
A young UK company has tested many modules in an app that makes it easy to share information
between an elderly resident, a care home, the carers and the family. They seek care homes and care
networks to test the modules further under technical cooperation and adopt solutions that fit their
situation best.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8efd483a-3b4d-456e-8860-77e3b63465e4
Code: TOUK20201102002

Technology cooperation requests
Valorization of sewage sludge as a fertilizer within the framework of the circular economy
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Spanish company dedicated to water treatment, want to take advantage of the sludge generated in the
wastewater stations in fertilizers for agriculture and giving a new use to the sludge. Specialists are
needed to recognize the different types of waste under study, the initial situation and the problems
associated with their generation, to identify and develop the best available management and treatment
techniques for research and technical cooperation agreements․
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0a028afb-b647-4ec2-a37c-0371ae577ef4
Code: TRES20201027001

Open-pored, dimensionally stable, flame retardant, lightweight board
Swiss company is looking for a board manufacturer - or a research & development partner - that
produces - or develops - an open-pore, air-permeable, flame retardant, lightweight board. The board
size is approximate 3.0 m x 1.2 m. The product can be redeveloped or delivered as already existing
board material. It will be used in the building industry. The company seeks a partner

for a

manufacturing or a technical cooperation agreement possibly including development.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5b89ccde-be11-4c2e-9e49-244f28d9ee24
Code: TRCH20190703001
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European News and Events
Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise-Europe Network,
which will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and
to learn all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.
Below are presented events that will be organized during December 2020.

December

16/11/2020

ECHINNOVATION 2020 (Virtual)
Singapore (Singapore)
TechInnovation brings together international technology providers and enterprises to
accelerate the commercialization of emerging technologies, seed licensing opportunities and
foster open innovation collaborations.
http://www.techinnovation.com.sg/

For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network
Armenia.
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Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and
wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting
cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information.

Dear entrepreneur,
Register at
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?sh
id=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799 and receive free email alerts
containing newly published profiles and events.

All provided services and information are free of charge.

The information and views set out in this Newsletter are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of
EASME,

the

European

Commission

or

other

European

Institutions. EASME does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this Newsletter. Neither EASME, nor the Commission
or any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for
the use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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